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Purpose
The sensory squares provide a useful tool to help the person with autism or 
neurodevelopmental disorders to evaluate various textures, colors and materials.  
The Sensory Squares consist of nine separate 12” x 12” squares (panel A) each one varies in 
color and texture and a 40” x 41” backdrop sheet. Two additional sets of different squares are 
available; each set consists of nine separate squares (panel B & C) that are different in 
texture and color than panel (A).  Using the system, the caregiver can design several useful 
tasks such as testing their skill to generalize and associate.  One example is, how many blue, 
yellow and white squares are present?

Easy to Use
The display sheet can be used on a table, floor or affixed to the wall with hook, nails or screws.  Orient the sheet 
with the hook and loop strips horizontally.  To apply the squares to the sheet, have the user carefully match the hook and 
loop on the squares with that on the sheet (Fig.1).  After the squares are placed, the user can be tested on their 
association and discrimination skills (i.e. Number of smooth, rough, color squares etc.).  If the user has a hypersensitivity 
to any of the textures the caregiver could introduce the surfaces in limited doses.  Additional square set “B” and “C” offer 
different textures, colors and materials and will offer many other task opportunities.

Easy Care
The nylon sheet can be laundered the vinyl squares can be wipe-cleaned with an anti-bacterial solution and the remaining 
squares can also be laundered. The nylon sheet and non-vinyl squares can be dried at temperatures that do not 
exceed 180OF (84OC). Do not use bleach.

Caution
Although all of the materials are child friendly, they should not be placed in the mouth. We also suggest
that this product be used under the supervision of an adult.
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Re-Order Number Description Size Units

912480 Sensory Squares Sheet with Texture Panel (A) 40”W x 41”H Sheet, 
12” x 12” Set

912484 Sensory Squares - Sheet Only 40”W x 41”H Each
912481 Sensory Squares Textures, Set of 9 pcs - Panel (A)

12” x 12”
Each

912482 Sensory Squares Textures, Set of 9 pcs - Panel (B) Each
912483 Sensory Squares Textures, Set of 9 pcs - Panel (C) Each
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